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Abstract—Emotive audio–visual avatars are virtual computer
agents which have the potential of improving the quality of
human-machine interaction and human-human communication
significantly. However, the understanding of human communication has not yet advanced to the point where it is possible to
make realistic avatars that demonstrate interactions with naturalsounding emotive speech and realistic-looking emotional facial
expressions. In this paper, We propose the various technical approaches of a novel multimodal framework leading to a text-driven
emotive audio–visual avatar. Our primary work is focused on
emotive speech synthesis, realistic emotional facial expression
animation, and the co-articulation between speech gestures (i.e.,
lip movements) and facial expressions. A general framework of
emotive text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis using a diphone synthesizer
is designed and integrated into a generic 3-D avatar face model.
Under the guidance of this framework, we therefore developed a
realistic 3-D avatar prototype. A rule-based emotive TTS synthesis
system module based on the Festival-MBROLA architecture has
been designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework
design. Subjective listening experiments were carried out to
evaluate the expressiveness of the synthetic talking avatar.
Index Terms—Audio–visual avatar, emotive speech synthesis,
human–computer interaction, multimodal system, 3–D face modeling and animation, TTS.

I. INTRODUCTION
VATARS (synthetic talking faces) are virtual humans,
virtual characters, or virtual computer agents for intelligent human centered computing (HCC) [1]. They introduce the
presence of an individual to capture attention, mediate conversational cues, and communicate emotional affect, personality
and identity in many scenarios [9], [12], [14]–[16]. They provide realistic-looking facial expressions and natural-sounding
speech to help people enhance their understanding of the
content and intent of a message. If computers are embodied
and represented by avatars, the quality of human–computer
interaction can undoubtedly be improved significantly [4], [5].
In addition, customized or personalized avatars may also serve
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as personal assistants that enable individuals with speech and
hearing problems to participate in spoken communications. The
use of avatars has emerged in the market owing to the successful
transfer from academic demos to industry products. However,
the understanding of human communication has not yet advanced to the point where it is possible to make realistic avatars
that demonstrate interactions with natural-sounding emotive
speech and realistic-looking emotional facial expressions. The
key research issues to enable avatars to communicate subtle
or complex emotions are how to synthesize natural-sounding
emotive speech, how to animate realistic-looking emotional
facial expressions, and how to combine speech gestures (i.e., lip
movements due to speech production) and facial expressions
naturally and realistically.
Human communication consists of more than just words.
Mehrabian established his classic statistic for the effectiveness
of human communication: words only account for 7% of the
meaning about the feelings and attitudes that a speaker delivers.
Paralinguistic information (e.g., prosody and voice quality)
accounts for 38%. Other factors (e.g., facial expressions)
account for 55% [17]. To this end, ideally, avatars should be
emotive, capable of producing emotive speech and emotional
facial expressions. However, research into this particular topic
is rare. The difficulty lies in the fact that identification of the
most important cues for realistic synthesis of emotive speech
remains unclear and little is known about how speech gestures
co-articulate with facial expressions. Moreover, the process of
automatic generation of speech from arbitrary text by machine,
referred to as text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis [18], is a highly
complex problem that has brought about many research and engineering efforts in both academia and industry. The long-term
objective of TTS synthesis is to produce natural-sounding
synthetic speech. To this end, different strategies have been
developed to build practical TTS synthesis systems, some of
which have existed for several decades.
The quality of the synthetic speech generated by a TTS
synthesis system is usually described by two measures: intelligibility and naturalness. Major developments in these two
aspects have taken place since the early rule-based or formant
synthesizers in the 1970’s and 1980’s. Further improvements
have been achieved by the use of diphone synthesizers in the
1990’s. The latest corpus-based or unit-selection synthesizers
have demonstrated to be able to produce human-quality synthetic speech, especially in limited domains such as weather
forecast or stock analysis. Nonetheless, the quality of TTS
synthesis is by no means considered completely satisfactory,
mainly in the aspect of naturalness.
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The unsatisfactory naturalness is largely due to a lack of emotional affect in the speech output of current state-of-the-art TTS
synthesis systems. The emotional affect is apparently a very important part of naturalness that can help people enhance their understanding of the content and intent of a message. Researchers
have realized that in order to improve naturalness, work must
be performed on the simulation of emotions in synthetic speech.
This involves investigation into the perception of emotions and
how to effectively reproduce emotions in the spoken language.
Attempts to add emotional affect to synthetic speech have existed for over a decade now. However, emotive TTS synthesis is
by far still an open research issue.
We have been conducting basic research in this paper leading
to the development of methodologies and algorithms for constructing a text-driven emotive audio–visual avatar. Especially,
we concern the process of building an emotive TTS synthesis
system using a diphone synthesizer. The goal is to present a
general framework of emotive TTS synthesis that makes possible the R&D of emotive TTS synthesis systems in a unified
manner. The validity of the framework is demonstrated by the
implementation of a rule-based emotive TTS synthesis system
based on the Festival-MBROLA architecture. This is an interdisciplinary research area overlapping with speech, computer
graphics and computer vision. The success of this research is
believed to advance significantly the state-of-the-art of HCC.
The preliminary results of this work have been published in our
previous conference paper [2].
This paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces some
basic concepts of our framework. The state-of-the-arts within
the scope of this research are reviewed in Section III. Section IV
presents our general multimodal framework of the text-driven
emotive audio–visual avatar and describes our approaches to the
various aspects of this framework, e.g., emotive TTS synthesis
using a diphone synthesizer. In Section V, we demonstrate the
effectiveness and evaluate the performance of our system with
subjective experiments. We finally conclude the paper and discuss how potential improvements to the system can be made for
the future work.

II. BASIC CONCEPTS
Before we proceed to the next section, a brief review of some
basic concepts is given below. These concepts will be used frequently throughout the paper.
Prosody is a collection of factors controlling the pitch, timing
and amplitude of speech to convey non-lexical information. It is
tied directly with intonation and rhythm, and relies heavily on
syntax, semantics and pragmatics. It is parameterized as fundamental frequency or (the frequency of vocal fold vibration),
duration and energy of the speech signals.
Voice quality describes the fidelity and non-prosodic characteristics of speech by which we distinguish one individual from
another. Voice quality is often determined to be one of the identified categories: modal, breathy, whispery, creaky, harsh, tense,
etc. By varying prosody and voice quality one can perceive immediate change of emotional affect in speech.
Speech synthesis is a process that converts arbitrary text
into speech so as to transmit information from a computer to

a person. In the history, two speech synthesis techniques have
been of interest to engineers. Formant synthesis creates speech
using an acoustic model with parameters such as , voicing
and noise levels varied over time. These parameters are controlled by the rules obtained through analysis of various speech
sounds. Such a rule-based technique offers high degree of
freedom for parameter control, but this flexibility is outweighed
by the quality of the synthesized speech. Formant synthesis has
been widely recognized as being able to generate unnatural,
“robot-like” speech due to the imperfect rules one can obtain
[18].
Concatenative synthesis is an alternative technique that creates speech based on concatenation of segments (or units) from
a database of recorded human speech. According to the size
of the segments and/or the size of the database, this technique
can be divided into two following categories. Diphone synthesis
records a minimum set of small speech units called “diphones”
and uses them to construct synthetic speech output. Since the
same diphone is used in different contexts of the synthesized
speech, it is advisable that diphones are recorded in a monotone
way. Prosody matching is thus required to be performed on the
concatenated diphones by signal processing to ensure the desired intonation and rhythm. Diphone synthesis has small footprint yet is able to produce acceptable synthetic speech [18].
Unit selection synthesis creates speech from concatenation of
non-uniform segments from a large speech database designed to
have high phonetic and prosodic coverage of a language. During
synthesis, the most appropriate segments that fit into the contexts are selected to form synthetic speech output. Since the
natural prosody of the recorded units in the database is preserved in the synthetic speech output, unit selection synthesis is
by far considered as able to produce human-like speech and is
widely used in many application scenarios despite its resourcedemanding nature. However, due to the constraint on the size of
the speech database, human-quality speech is not obtainable on
every sentence. If a proper unit is not found in the database, the
synthetic speech output of this approach can be very bad [18].
Traditionally, there are two criteria for evaluating synthesized
speech: intelligibility and naturalness [18]. An extra criterion,
expressiveness, may be added to the evaluation system to help
evaluate the research of emotive speech synthesis.
A phoneme is the smallest phonetic unit of sound for a language, while a diphone is a speech portion from the middle of
one sound to the middle of the next sound. The use of diphones
instead of phonemes in concatenative speech synthesis facilitates the concatenation process because the middle of a sound
is more spectrally stable than its boundaries.
A viseme is the visual counterpart of a phoneme. Specifically,
it is the facial shape (with emphasis on the mouth and lip components) of a person while he or she is uttering a particular sound.
Emotional states represent a full range of emotions. Several descriptive frameworks for emotional states have been
proposed by psychologists. Two frameworks are especially of
interest to engineers. The emotion category framework uses
emotion-denoting words such as happy, sad, and angry to
describe a particular emotional state. Alternatively, the emotion
dimension framework uses a continuous 3-D space to describe
emotional states. The three dimensions underlying emotionality
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are activation, evaluation, and power, respectively [19]. Emotion category is suitable for denoting distinct and fullblown
emotions while emotion dimension is capable of describing a
continuum of gradually intensity-varying non-extreme emotional states.

Therefore, labor-intensive manual work can be avoided. In addition, the MUs have been proven to yield smaller reconstruction
error than the AUs.

III. RELATED WORK

Attempts to add emotions to synthetic speech have existed
for over a decade. Cahn [22] and Murray [23] both used a
commercial formant synthesizer (i.e., DECTalk) to generate
emotive speech based on the emotion-specific acoustic parameter settings that they derived from the literature. Burkhardt
[24] also employed a formant synthesizer to synthesize emotive speech. Instead of deriving the acoustic profiles from the
literature, he conducted perception-oriented experiments to
find optimal values for the various parameters. Although partial
success was achieved, reduced naturalness was reported due to
the imperfect rules inherent with formant synthesis.
Several later undertakings and smaller studies have made use
of the diphone synthesis approach. Schröder [19] used a diphone synthesizer to model a continuum of intensity-varying
emotional states under the emotion dimension framework. He
searched for acoustic correlates of emotions by analysis of a
carefully labeled emotional speech database and established a
mapping of the points in the emotion space to their acoustic
correlates. These acoustic correlates are then used to tune the
prosodic parameters in the diphone synthesizer to generate emotive speech. The synthesized speech is observed to convey only
non-extreme emotions and thus cannot be considered successful
if it is used alone. Complimentary channels such as facial expressions are required to be used together in order for the user
to fully comprehend the emotional state.
One might want to model a few “well-defined” emotion categories as close as possible, and it seems unit selection synthesis
based on emotion-specific speech database can be a suitable
choice for this purpose. Iida [25] built a separate speech database for each of three emotional states (angry, happy and sad)
for a Japanese unit selection speech synthesizer (i.e., CHART).
During synthesis, only units from the database corresponding
to the specified emotional state are selected. Iida reported fairly
good results of this method (60% to 80% emotion recognition
rate). Hofer [26] pursued a similar approach. He recorded separate speech databases for neutral as well as happy and angry
styles. Pitrelli et al. at IBM [27] recorded a large database of
neutral speech containing 11 hours of data as well as several relatively smaller databases of expressive speech (1 hour of data
for each database). Instead of selecting units from one particular database at run time, they blended all the databases together
and selected units from the blended database according to some
criterion. They assumed that many of the segments comprising
a sentence, spoken expressively, could come from the neutral
database. This approach has demonstrated promising results.
Emotive speech synthesis is a very difficult research area.
People have tried to compare speech synthesis with computer
graphics: which is harder? Although the answer depends, at least
in part, on one’s definition of the word “harder,” it is uncontroversial to state that current technology fools the eye more easily
than it fools the ear. For example, computer graphics are widely
accepted by the movie industry, while TTS synthesis still has a

A. Face Modeling and Animation
The modeling of 3-D facial geometry and deformation has
been an active research topic for computer graphics and computer vision [11], [8], [10], [6]. In the past, people have used
interactive tools to design geometric 3-D face models under the
guidance of prior knowledge. As laser-based 3-D range scanning products, such as the Cyberware™ scanner, have become
commercially available, people have been able to measure the
3-D geometry of the human faces. The Cyberware™ scanner
shines a low-intensity laser beam onto the face of a subject
and rotates around his or her head for 360 degrees. The 3-D
shape of the face can be recovered from the lighted profiles of
every angle. With the measurement of 3-D face geometry available, geometric 3-D face models can be constructed [8]. Alternatively, a number of researchers have proposed to build 3-D
face models from 2-D images using computer vision based techniques [7], [8], [3]. Usually, in order to reconstruct 3-D face geometry, multiple 2-D images from different views are required.
3-D range scanners, though very expensive, are able to provide
high-quality measurement of 3-D face geometry and thus enable us to construct realistic 3-D face models. Reconstruction
from 2-D images, despite its noisy results, provides an alternative lost-cost approach to building 3-D face models.
A geometric 3-D face model determines the 3-D geometry of
a static facial shape. By spatially and temporally deforming the
geometric face model we can obtain dynamic facial expressions
changing over time. The facial deformation is controlled by a
facial deformation model. The free-form interpolation model is
one of the most popular facial deformation models in the literature [7], [28]. In the free-form interpolation model, a set of
control points are defined on the 3-D geometry of the face model
and any facial deformation is achieved through proper displacements of these control points. The displacements of the rest of
the facial geometry can be obtained by a certain interpolation
scheme. To impose constraints to the facial deformation space,
linear subspace methods have been proposed. One example is
the facial action coding system (FACS) [29], [36] which approximates arbitrary facial deformation as a linear combination
of action units (AUs) [13]. The AUs are qualitatively defined
based on anatomical studies of the facial muscular activities that
cause facial movements. Often, extensive and tedious manual
work has to be done to create the AUs. As more and more facial motion capture data become available, it is possible to learn
the subspace bases from the real-world data which are able to
capture the characteristics of real facial deformations. Hong et
al. [6] applied principal component analysis (PCA) to real facial
motion capture data and derived a few bases called motion units
(MUs). Any arbitrary facial deformation can then be approximated by a linear combination of the MUs. Compared with the
AUs, the MUs are automatically derived from real-world data.

B. Emotive Speech Synthesis
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Fig. 1. System framework for text-driven emotive audio–visual avatar.

very long way to go until the synthetic speech can completely
replace the real speech of an actor or actress [19].
C. Co-Articulation of Speech Gestures and Facial Expressions
In an emotive audio–visual avatar, it is unclear how speech
gestures (lip movements) are dynamically combined with
facial expressions to ensure natural, realistic, and coherent
appearances. There is no theoretical grounding for determining
the interactions and relative contributions of these respective sources that together cause facial deformation. Some
researchers [34], [35] have used techniques like independent
component analysis (ICA) and PCA to separate and model the
viseme and expression spaces. However, neither is based on
the theoretical grounding for determining the interactions and
relative contributions of the respective sources that together
cause facial deformation.

Fig. 2. Generic head model. (Left): Shown as wired. (Right): Shown as shaded.

IV. SYSTEM FRAMEWORK AND APPROACHES
In our research toward building a text-driven emotive
audio–visual avatar, we have designed a system framework as
illustrated in Fig. 1. In this framework, an input textual message
is first converted into emotive synthetic speech by emotive
speech synthesis. At the same time, a phoneme sequence with
exact timing is generated. The phoneme sequence is then
mapped into a viseme sequence that defines the speech gestures. The emotional state decides the facial expressions, which
will be combined with the speech gestures synchronously and
naturally. The key frame technique [7] is utilized to animate the
viseme sequence. Our primary research is focused on emotive
speech synthesis, emotional facial expression animation, and
the co-articulation of speech gestures and facial expressions.
A. 3-D Audio–Visual Avatar Modeling
Our previous work in our lab on 3-D face modeling (iFace)
and animation [7], [6] lays a partial foundation of this research.
The iFace system provides a research platform for face modeling and animation. It takes as input the Cyberware™ scanner
data of a person’s face and fits the data with a generic head
model. The output is a customized geometric 3-D face model
ready for animation.

Fig. 3. Example of Cyberware™ scanner data. (Left): Range map. (Right):
Texture map with 35 feature points defined on it.

The generic head model, as shown in Fig. 2, consists of
nearly all the components of the head (i.e., face, eyes, ears,
teeth, tongue, etc.). The surfaces of these components are
approximated by triangular meshes. There are a total of 2240
vertices and 2946 triangles to ensure the closeness of the
approximation. In order to customize the generic head model
for a particular person, we need to obtain the range map (Fig. 3,
left) and texture map (Fig. 3, right) of that person by scanning
his or her face using a Cyberware™ scanner. On the face
component of the generic head model, 35 feature points are
explicitly defined. If we were to unfold the face component
onto a 2-D plane, those feature points would triangulate the
whole face into multiple local patches. By manually selecting
35 corresponding feature points on the texture map (and thus on
the range map), as shown in Fig. 3, right, we can compute the
2-D positions of all the vertices of the face meshes in the range
and texture maps. As the range map contains 3-D face geometry
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Fig. 4. Customized face model. (Left): No texture. (Right): Texture is mapped onto the model with several different poses.

of the person, we can then deform the face component of the
generic head model by displacing the vertices of the triangular
meshes by certain amounts as determined by the corresponding
range information collected at the corresponding positions.
The remaining components of the generic head model (hair,
eyebrows, etc.) are automatically adjusted by shifting, rotating
and scaling. Manual adjustments and fine tunes are needed
where the scanner data are missing or noisy. Fig. 4, left, shows
a personalized head model. In addition, texture can be mapped
onto the customized head model to achieve photo-realistic
appearance, as shown in Fig. 4, right.
Based on the above 3-D face modeling tool, a text-driven
audio–visual avatar was built. The Microsoft text-to-speech
synthesis engine was used to convert any text input into speech
and a phoneme sequence with detailed timing information.
Each phoneme in the sequence is converted into a corresponding viseme by table lookup, which comprises a key frame
at some proper time instant for animation. The facial shapes of
the frames between two successive key frames are generated
by interpolation.
In this original text-driven audio–visual avatar, neither emotive speech nor emotional facial expressions is existing. Our task
is to add emotional affects into the avatar in terms of emotive
synthetic speech as well as emotional facial expressions.
B. Emotional Facial Expression Animation
We use the geometric 3-D face model described in the previous subsection to animate different facial expressions. On the
avatar face, a control model is defined, as shown in Fig. 5. The
control model consists of 101 vertices and 164 triangles which
cover the whole face region and divide it into various local
patches. By dragging the vertices of the control model, one can
deform the 3-D face model to arbitrary shapes. In this way, a
set of basic facial shapes corresponding to different fullblown
emotional facial expressions (Fig. 6) are designed and parameterized as the displacements of all the vertices of the face model
from their initial values corresponding to the neutral state. Let
those displacements be
, where
is the
number of vertices of the face model. The vertices of the de,
formed face model are given by
are the vertices of the neutral face and
is
where
the magnitude coefficient representing the intensity of the facial
corresponds to the fullblown emotional facial
expression.
expression and
corresponds to the neutral expression.
Speech gestures are implemented via visemes. We have defined a total of 17 visemes, each of which corresponds to one
or more of the 40 phonemes in American English. Note that

Fig. 5. Control model defined by 101 vertices and 164 triangles on the 3-D face
model.

the phoneme-to-viseme mapping is not one-to-one. Different
phonemes can be mapped to the same viseme provided that
they are articulated in a similar manner. Table I lists all the
phonemes and the corresponding visemes that they are mapped
to. Phoneme-to-viseme mapping can thus be done by simple
table look-up.
C. Emotive TTS Synthesis Model
In this paper, we use a diphone synthesizer and adopt a rulebased approach for prosody modification to synthesize emotive
speech. The ability of diphone synthesis to control the prosodic
parameters for speech synthesis is a very attractive property that
enables the generation of emotional affect in synthetic speech by
explicitly modeling the particular emotion. In order to produce
high-quality synthetic speech, a TTS synthesis system usually
consists of two main components: a natural language processing
(NLP) module and digital signal processing (DSP) module. The
NLP module performs necessary text analysis and prosody prediction procedures to convert orthographical text into proper
phonetic transcription (i.e., phonemes) together with the desired intonation and rhythm (i.e., prosody). There are numerous
methods that have been proposed and implemented for the NLP
module [18]. The DSP module takes as input the phonetic transcription and prosodic description which are the output of the
NLP module, and transforms them into a speech signal. Likewise, various DSP techniques have been proposed for this purpose [18].
A general framework of emotive TTS synthesis using a diphone synthesizer is illustrated in Fig. 7. In this framework,
an emotion transformer is inserted into the functional diagram
of a general TTS synthesis system and acts as a bridge that
connects the NLP and DSP modules. The NLP module generates phonemes and prosody corresponding to the neutral state
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Fig. 6. Set of basic facial shapes corresponding to different fullblown emotional facial expressions.

Fig. 7. General framework of emotive TTS synthesis using a diphone synthesizer.
TABLE I
PHONEMES, EXAMPLES, AND CORRESPONDING VISEMES. PHONEME-TO-VISEME
MAPPING CAN THUS BE DONE BY SIMPLE TABLE LOOK-UP

(i.e., neutral prosody). The emotion transformer aims to transform the neutral prosody into the desired emotive prosody as
well as to transform the voice quality of the synthetic speech.
The phonemes and emotive prosody are then passed on to the
DSP module to synthesize emotive speech using a diphone synthesizer. While many aspects of this framework, especially the
techniques, methods, and algorithms engaged in the NLP and
DSP modules, have been thoroughly investigated in the literature [18], there are certain aspects of this framework that must
be singled out in this paper.
D. Prosody Transformation
1) Difference Approach: Our approach for prosody transformation in the emotion transformer is achieved through a difference approach, which aims to find the differences in prosody

of the various emotional states with respect to the neutral state.
The emotion transformer either maintains a set of prosody manipulation rules that define the variations of prosodic parameters between the neutral prosody and the emotive one, or trains
a set of statistical prosody prediction models that predict these
parameter variations given the features representing a particular textual context. The basic idea is formulated as
, where
denotes parameter difference,
denotes
denotes emotive prosodic
neutral prosodic parameter, and
parameter.
During synthesis, the rules or the prediction outputs of the
models will be applied to the neutral prosody, obtained via the
NLP module. The emotive prosody can thus be obtained by
adding to the neutral prosody the predicted variations. The basic
, where
denotes predicted
idea is formulated as
parameter difference, denotes predicted neutral prosodic parameter, and denotes predicted emotive prosodic parameter.
Clearly, there are obvious advantages of using a difference
approach over the full approach that aims to find the emotive
prosody directly. One advantage is that the differences of the
prosodic parameters between the neutral prosody and the emotive one have far smaller dynamic ranges than the prosodic parameters themselves and therefore the difference approach requires far less data to train the models than the full approach
(e.g., 15 minutes versus several hours). Another advantage is
that the difference approach makes possible the derivation of
the prosody manipulation rules which are hardly possible to be
obtained in the full approach.
2) Prosody Manipulation Rules: In our system, prosody
transformation is achieved through applying a set of prosody
manipulation rules. The prosody of speech can be manipulated
at various levels. High-level prosody modification refers to the
change of symbolic prosodic description of a sentence (i.e.,
human readable intonation and rhythm) which by itself does
not contribute much to emotive speech synthesis unless there is
a cooperative prosody synthesis model (i.e., a model that maps
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Fig. 8. Pictorial demonstration of global prosody settings. The blue curve is the f contour, and the red straight line represents the f contour shape.

TABLE II
GLOBAL PROSODY SETTINGS

TABLE III
PROSODY MODIFICATION RULES

high-level symbolic prosodic description to low-level prosodic
parameters). Low-level prosody modification refers to the direct
manipulation of prosodic parameters, such as , duration, and
energy, which can lead to immediate perception of emotional
affect. Macro-prosody (suprasegmental prosody) modification
refers to the adjustment of global prosody settings such as
mean, range and variability as well as the speaking rate, while
micro-prosody (segmental prosody) modification refers to the
modification to local segmental prosodic parameters which
are probably related to the underlying linguistic structure of
a sentence. It should be noted that not all levels of prosody
manipulations can be described by rules. For instance, due to
the highly dynamic nature of prosody variation, micro-prosody
modification cannot be summarized by a set of rules. In our
approach, we attempt to perform low-level micro-prosody
modification. The global prosody settings that we use are given
in Table II, and pictorially shown in an example in Fig. 8,
which are originally from those used in [33], and the prosody
manipulation rules are given in Table III.
The values of global prosody modification were first derived
from previous work [19], [22], [23], [33] and then carefully adjusted according to our listening experiments. Since these pa-

rameters are closely related to human perception and user experience, we have used individual perceptual experiments to decide the perceptually best values. The performance of the system
relies on these empirical values. However, due to the tolerance
capability of human perception, there is a tolerance interval for
each of these parameters. Small deviations of these parameters from their perceptually best values would not cause performance degradation.
E. Voice Quality Transformation
In the literature, several studies indicate that in addition to
prosody transformation, voice quality transformation is important for synthesizing emotive speech and may be indispensable
for some emotion categories (emotion-dependent) [20], [32]. In
the diphone synthesis method, however, it is not easy to control
voice quality, as it is very difficult to modify the voice quality
of a diphone database. However, one partial remedy to alleviate
this difficulty is to record separate diphone databases with different vocal efforts [21]. At synthesis time, the system switches
among different voice-quality diphone databases and selects the
diphone units from the appropriate database. Another low-cost
partial remedy is to use jitters to simulate voice quality trans-
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Fig. 9. Adding jitters is equivalent to adding noise to the f contour.

formation. Jitters are fast fluctuations of the
contour. Thus,
adding jitters is essentially equivalent to adding noise to the
contour, as shown in Fig. 9. By jitter simulation we can observe
voice quality change in synthetic speech to a certain (noticeable)
degree.
F. Prosody Matching of Diphone Units
In diphone synthesis, small segments of recorded speech
(diphones) are concatenated together to create a speech signal.
These segments of speech are recorded by a human speaker
in a monotonic pitch to aid the concatenation process, which
is carried out by employing one of the signal processing techniques including the residual excited linear prediction (RELP)
technique, the time-domain pitch synchronous overlap-add
(TD-PSOLA) technique, and the multiband resynthesis pitch
synchronous overlap-add (MBR-PSOLA) technique [18]. The
prosody of the diphone units is also forced to match that of the
desired specification at this point.
It is widely admitted that diphone synthesis inevitably introduces artifacts to synthetic speech due to prosody modification.
However, in order to generate emotive speech, the diphone units
are subject to extreme prosody modification. In order to alleviate
this difficulty, we can record the diphone database with multiple
instances for every diphone. The same diphone will be recorded
monotonically but at multiple pitch levels and with multiple durations. During synthesis, given a target prosody specification,
we can then choose the diphone unit whose prosody parameters
are the closest to those of the target. In this way we believe that
we can obtain higher-quality emotive speech by reducing the
amount of signal processing required for prosody matching in a
diphone synthesizer.
G. A Rule-Based Emotive TTS Synthesis System Based on
Festival-MBROLA Architecture
In order to demonstrate the validity of our proposed general
framework, we have implemented a rule-based emotive TTS
synthesis system using a diphone synthesizer under the guidance of the framework. The diagram of the system is shown
in Fig. 10. This system has been built based on the FestivalMBROLA architecture. The Festival [30] is used to perform
text analysis and predict the neutral prosody targets from the
input text. Festival is a fully-functional, research-oriented, opensource TTS synthesis system developed at the Center for Speech
Technology Research at the University of Edinsbugh. We have

taken advantages of the NLP module of Festival, which performs a series of text analysis and prosody prediction tasks, to
generate a sequence of phonemes and their prosodic description
for any input text. Emotive speech synthesis is then done by maand duration)
nipulation of prosodic parameters (primarily
using a difference approach and simulation of voice quality variation. First, a set of rules describing how prosodic parameters
deviate from their initial values corresponding to neutral state to
new values corresponding to a specific emotional state are determined. Next, these rules are applied to the neutral prosody obtained from Festival to generate the desired emotional prosody
(a sequence of phonemes, along with the associated prosodic
parameters), which is then passed to MBROLA [31], a freefor-non-commercial-use diphone synthesizer developed by the
TCTS Lab of the Faculte Polytechnique de Mons (Belgium),
to create emotive speech. MBROLA accepts a list of phonemes
together with prosodic information (duration and a piecewise
linear description of pitch), arranged in the PHO format. Following is the snippet of the content of an example PHO file:

In the PHO format, each phoneme is represented by a single
line. A line consists of the name of the phoneme (the first
column) and the duration of the phoneme in milliseconds (the
second column), optionally followed by a list of position-value
pairs with position denoted by the percentage of the duration
and value indicated by the value in Hz.
The core part of the system, i.e., the emotion transformer,
consists of a set of rules that define the various manipulations of
the prosody and voice quality of speech. More specifically, the
emotion transformer takes as input the phonemes and neutral
prosody as well as other related information that are the output
of the NLP module of Festival, applies appropriate parameterized rules for pitch transformation, duration transformation and
voice quality transformation, and outputs a new PHO file containing the same phonemes and emotive prosody.
The NLP module of Festival outputs a syntax tree, a hierarchical structure of phrases, words, syllables and phonemes.
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Fig. 10. Diagram for emotive speech synthesis. An emotion transformer acts as a bridge connecting text analysis and prosody prediction (by Festival) and speech
synthesis (by MBROLA) and aims at converting neutral prosody into desired emotional prosody.

Each syllable in the syntax tree is associated with a stress
type (unstressed, lexical-stressed, and focus-stressed). Each
phoneme in the syntax tree is assigned to one of the following
classes based on its sonority: diphthong, long vowel, short
vowel, approximant, nasal, voiced fricative, voiceless fricative,
voiced stop, voiceless stop, and silence. The NLP module also
generates the duration and the pitch contour for every phoneme.
The pitch contours of the phonemes are linearly interpolated at
this point to facilitate more precise control at a later time.
The transformation of duration can be performed on the
whole sentence, individual phrases, words, syllables, or
phonemes. The factor that controls the degree to which the
duration is stretched or shrunk can also depend on the stress
type of a syllable and the sonority class of a phoneme.
H. Co-Articulation of Speech Gestures and Facial Expressions
Due to the complex “black box” style cooperation of facial
muscular activities, the movements of the lower face are together controlled by both speech gestures and facial expressions. In situations where there is only neutral facial expression,
the movements of the lower face can be assumed to be dominated by speech gestures. However, problems occur when emotional facial expressions are taken into account as in an emotive
audio–visual avatar. Due to the highly dynamic nature of speech
gestures and facial expressions, the exact interactions and contributions of these two sources that control facial movements
are unknown. We propose a linear combination approach by assuming that speech gestures and facial expressions contribute
equally (or weighted equally) to facial deformations. This assumption however can lead to faulty results (e.g., the mouth will
never close while laughing and speaking). Another approach we
propose is to treat the upper face and low face separately and
assume that the upper face is mostly controlled by facial expressions while the lower face is mainly due to speech gestures.
This assumption is however subject to suspicion. Yet another
approach we propose is to use nonlinear combination instead of
linear combination, but rarely is known about how to find the
underlying nonlinear function. An ad hoc method may be a tentative solution. For example, we first use the linear combination
approach and then identify the top co-articulation difficulties between speech gestures and facial expressions. We can try to “fix”
these difficulties by manually creating “emotive visemes.” This
approach, though not systematic, can work well in practice.
V. EXPERIMENTS
The system framework and approaches described in the previous section have resulted in a fully functional system of textdriven emotive audio–visual avatar. We have obtained preliminary but promising experiment results for rendering neutral

as well as several basic emotions: happy, joyful, sad, angry,
afraid, bored, and yawning. Fig. 11 displays two examples of
the results, namely, the animation sequence of emotional facial expressions along with the associated waveforms of synthetic emotive speech generated for the happy and sad emotional
states. That is, the avatar says “This is happy voice” and “This
is sad voice” respectively.
Informal evaluations within our group show that for emotive
speech, negative emotions (e.g., sad, angry, afraid) are more successfully synthesized than positive emotions (happy, joyful). For
some emotions such as joyful and fear, artifacts are easily observed in the synthesized speech due to extreme prosody modification by signal processing. While the synthetic emotive speech
alone cannot be always recognized by a listener, it can be easily
distinguished when combined with compatible emotional facial
expressions.
It would be helpful to find out what is the main cause for the
relatively unperfect result of emotive speech synthesis (as compared to emotional facial expression animation). To this end, we
compared two emotive speech utterances of the same sentence,
one synthetic and the other real. As can be seen in Fig. 12, the
contour) of the synthetic speech (top) is
prosody (here, the
quite different from that of the real speech (middle). Thus we
can conclude that either prosody prediction from text is inaccurate or prosody modification is not successful. To further answer
this question, we conducted “copy synthesis” experiments. For
each of the emotional states, we first recorded a speech utterance spoken by an actor. We then extracted the prosody from the
recorded speech (instead of predicting it from text) and transplanted it to the synthetic speech of the same sentence as synthesized by a diphone synthesizer. Interestingly, we found that
diphone synthesis was able to modify the prosody of the diphone units to match any targets. An example is shown in Fig. 12
(bottom). Most importantly, we observed that the synthetic emotive speech is almost identical to the recorded speech in the sense
of hearing. This encourages and forces us to believe that we can
synthesize natural sounding emotive speech with a diphone synthesizer provided that we can obtain accuracy prosody prediction from text.
We have conducted a series of subjective listening experiments to evaluate the expressiveness of our system. We have
derived the parameters (rate factors, gradients, etc.) for the manipulation rules that control the various aspects of the global
prosody settings and voice quality from the literature and manually adjusted these parameters by listening tests. The system
is capable of synthesizing eight basic emotions: neutral, happy,
joyful, sad, angry, afraid, bored, and yawning. We designed and
conducted three subjective listening experiments on the results
generated by the system. The experiment 1 uses eight speech
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Fig. 11. Examples of animation of emotive audio–visual avatar with associated synthetic emotive speech waveform. (Top) The avatar says “This is happy voice.”
(Bottom) The avatar says “This is sad voice.”

Fig. 12. Angry speech for “Computer, this is not what I asked for. Don’t you ever listen!” (Top) Waveform and its f contour synthesized by the text-driven
emotive audio–visual avatar. (Middle): Waveform and its f contour recorded by an actor. (Bottom) Waveform and its f contour obtained by copy synthesis. Note
the closeness of the f contours in the lower two subplots.

files corresponding to the eight distinct emotions, synthesized
by the system using the same semantically neutral sentence (i.e.,
a number). The experiment 2 also uses eight speech files, but
each of the files was synthesized using a semantically meaningful sentence appropriate for the emotion that it carries. The
experiment 3 incorporates the visual channel based on experiment 1. That is, each speech file was provided with an emotive talking head showing emotional facial expressions and lip

movements consistent and synchronized with the speech. The
experiment 4 incorporates the visual channel based on experiment 2. That is, each speech file consists of semantically neutral
sentence, semantically meaningful verbal content appropriate
for the emotion, and synchronized emotional facial expressions.
Twenty subjects (ten males and ten females) were asked to listen
to the speech files (with the help of other channels such as verbal
content and facial expressions if possible), determine the emo-
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF SUBJECTIVE LISTENING EXPERIMENTS. R
RECOGNITION RATE. S
AVERAGE CONFIDENCE SCORE.
SPEECH
EXPERIMENT 1
SPEECH ONLY. EXPERIMENT 2
SPEECH VERBAL CONTENT. EXPERIMENT 3
FACIAL EXPRESSION. EXPERIMENT 4
SPEECH VERBAL CONTENT FACIAL EXPRESSION

!

!

tion for each speech file (by forced-choice), and rate his or her
decision with a confidence score (1: not sure, 2: likely, 3: very
likely, 4: sure, 5: very sure). The results are shown in Table IV.
In the table, recognition rate is the ratio of the correct choices,
and average score is the average confidence score computed for
the correct choices.
It is obviously shown in the results of the subjective listening
experiments that our system has achieved a certain degree of
expressiveness despite of the relatively poor performance of the
prosody prediction model of Festival. As can be clearly seen,
negative emotions (e.g., sad, afraid, angry) are more successfully synthesized than positive emotions (e.g., happy). This observation is consistent with what has been found in the literature. In addition, we found that the emotional states “happy”
and “joyful” are often mistaken for each other. So are “afraid”
and “angry” as well as “bored” and “yawning.” By incorporating other channels that convey emotions such as verbal content and facial expressions, the perception of emotional affect in
synthetic speech can be significantly improved.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we present the various aspects of research
leading to a text-driven emotive audio–visual avatar. Our primary work is focused on emotive speech synthesis, emotional
facial expression animation, and the co-articulation between
speech gestures and facial expressions. Particularly, we propose
a general framework of emotive TTS synthesis using a diphone
synthesizer. To demonstrate the validity and effectiveness of
this framework, a rule-based emotive TTS synthesis system
has been developed based on the Festival-MBROLA architecture. The TTS system is capable of synthesizing eight basic
emotions (i.e., neutral, happy, joyful, sad, angry, afraid, bored,
and yawning) and can be readily extended. The results of
subjective listening experiments indicate that a certain degree
of expressiveness has been achieved by our TTS system. There
are various channels that convey emotions in daily communication. The perception of emotional affect from synthetic speech
can be highly complemented by other channels such as verbal
content and facial expressions.
We have obtained preliminary but promising experiment
results as well as built a fully functional system of text-driven
emotive audio–visual avatar. Continuous improvements to the
system are being made. Particularly, our ongoing work is to
pursue various data-driven methodologies in resolving the

+

+

+

!

+

different but related aspects of this research. Potential improvements to the current system can be made within the general
framework presented in this paper by using statistical prosody
prediction models instead of prosody manipulation rules, by
using several diphone databases of different vocal efforts,
and by using a multipitch multiduration diphone database.
It is believed that after the incorporation of all these factors,
the quality (intelligibility, naturalness and expressiveness) of
the emotive synthetic speech can be further dramatically improved. The success of this research will advance significantly
the state-of-the-art of both human-computer interaction and
human-human communication.
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